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seems to him a silly question, is unlikely to be rewarded with a
spontaneous round of applause.

Putting yourself across

In times of difficulty I have found that platitudes often
reveal their deep meaning, and I would be failing in my duty
if I did not include some hackneyed advice. Be courteous
throughout. Be absolutely honest: it is futile to attempt to
put over an insincere impression. Memorise what you have
written in your curriculum vitae. Look as if you are interested in
that particular job, and don't give the impression that you are
there simply because you want promotion. It goes without
saying that you will have visited the department before the
interview. If you ask a question at the end, it should be about
facilities-not about pay or holidays.

To the interviewer, the interview is a civilised little chat
designed to let the candidate bloom like a rose after rain and
reveal all his talents. Interviewees, however, are acutely aware
that Darwinian laws apply to pyramidal specialties. They should
remember that the interview is not in fact a battle for survival
but a courtship ritual: for the unsuccessful suitors there will
be other, often more attractive, opportunities, and for the
lucky winner the hard work is just beginning.
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Eventually this series will be collected into a book and hence no reprints
will be available from the authors.

A4 Modern Epidemic

Accidents speed and the road environment

BY A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

British MedicalyJournal, 1978, 2, 1619-1621

Three drivers were arrested for reckless overtaking within a
short space of time.' They were afraid of being late, they all
explained, for the funeral of a colleague-a business executive
who had been driving at high speed to keep an appointment
and had crashed while recklessly overtaking.

Speeding is commonly a response to the pressures of society
and to the self-imposed pressures of people's life style. But it
also provides excitement, and the sense of power and freedom.'
No road safety campaign could do much about any of these
motivations. Moreover, speeding is encouraged by better roads,
whose benefits may then be partly cancelled out. Traffic
engineering can help to reduce the hazards, offering better and
certainly more immediate prospects of road safety than attempts
to change behaviour.

Speed

In the Berkshire "on-the-spot" survey driving too fast for the
road conditions was second only to careless driving among the
factors in accidents. Some people believe that it is not speeding
as such that makes for accidents but the errors that may
accompany it. Most motorways, in spite of high speeds, have
the lowest rates, even for fatal accidents3 -but they allow
uncomplicated driving with plenty of space, few intersections,
and relatively homogeneous speeds. Drivers going much faster
or more slowly than the average on a particular road have turned
out to have the most accidents4; but is this a matter of cause and
effect ? An American study cited in this report suggests that it
might be. At all events, speed, even with the best drivers,
allows a smaller margin of error where fractions of a second may
be crucial. And when high-speed accidents do occur they are
far more serious, indeed often fatal.

SPEED LIMITS AND SIGNS

"Everything gets faster except the speed of man's reactions,"
said Bauer, arguing for the reimposition of speed limits in
built-up areas in West Germany.5 Their abolition in 1953 in
West Germany and their reappearance in 1957 were reflected
dramatically by increased death and injury rates.6 But speed
limits have a variable influence on speeds.

In Britain there were two periods of restricted speed limits
during the fuel crisis of 1973-5.7 During the first period accident
rates were significantly reduced on roads normally having the
higher limits; reduced rates persisted even after the usual
limits had been restored. The second period saw a slighter and
briefer reduction in accidents, and it actually began before the
start of the lower speed limits. The drop in accidents could not
be explained just by the reduced traffic. But drivers were
unusually motivated to keep within the speed limits, especially at
the beginning of the crisis-they wanted to conserve fuel because
of the shortage of petrol and its increased cost.

Pleas are sometimes made for lower speed limits as a
permanent road safety measure. But existing limits are widely
ignored. Indeed, the more unrealistic the limit the more likely
it is to be broken, and the police themselves favour higher
limits where the present ones are inappropriate to particular
road conditions. (Speed checks by the police have a powerful
deterrent effect but this is localised and temporary.) In the
Greater London area raising unrealistic 30 mph (48 kph) limits
has no appreciable effect on the speed of traffic or the accident
rate; but here the density of traffic tends to restrict speed
anyway. A survey of men drivers8 showed that, though they
claimed to accept speed as a cause of accidents, breaking the
limits was not in itself seen as a serious offence. They accepted
the principle of speed limits but were critical of those that took
no account of changing traffic conditions.

In this sample of drivers some wanted more speed limit signs,
pointing out that these may easily be missed. A Finnish study
found that recently passed speed signs had not registered with
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most of those who exceeded the limits.' A greater use of advisory
speed signs at the approach to "black spots" might, however,
be productive. An experiment on some 150 bends in three
counties showed that such signs reduced average speeds; the
number of accidents on these bends was also reduced, though
significantly so only in Dorset, where there were most strangers. 9
The device seemed highly cost-effective. A roundabout or other
complexity following an easy stretch of road, when the driver
has become conditioned to high speed, is a particular hazard;
would a series of successively lower speed limit signs, as used in
California, be an aid to reducing speed ?10

OTHER DEVICES

The driver, however, may underestimate his speed,' especially
on featureless terrain and especially when he is slowing down
after prolonged fast driving (which makes the exit from a
motorway dangerous). The faster he drives the more unreliable
his judgment becomes and the harder it is for others to judge his
speed-an argument for maximum speed limits even on
motorways."1 External devices for influencing speed can help. A
visual illusion of increasing speed is created by a pattern of lines
at decreasing intervals along the roadl-a trick that may help
the driver to decelerate adequately after a stretch of high-speed
driving. The yellow bar pattern does seem to reduce accidents,"2
and should be widely used.
Another speed-reducing device is the use of "rumble areas"

on the road, much used in the United States, where one version
is said to have reduced accidents significantly.'3 In Britain
three such areas, approaching two junctions and a bend,
produced small decreases in average speeds and fewer excessive
speeds.'4 Speed control humps on residential roads reduce both
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speeds and traffic,'5 but they are still experimental and their
widespread use would need legislation. Electronic speed control
to prevent collisions could also become a possibility-if
electronic sensing devices were fitted to the brakes and accelera-
tors of all cars to transmit information on speed changes to
following vehicles."

Junctions and other black spots

Seventy per cent of injury accidents in the Metropolitan Police
District occur at or close to a junction16; in Britain as a whole
just over half of all injury accidents are at junctions in built-up
areas and 7°/, in non-built-up areas.'7 18

In general, faulty perception and poor judgment cause these
accidents, though excessive speed adds to the risks. Moore has
pointed out that when failures occur repeatedly at some point in
the road system we need to examine the system rather than the
driver-who cannot look in two directions simultaneously or
respond instantaneously.'0 Low-cost schemes for improved
traffic management at dangerous junctions can give remarkable
results.

Simply making the hazard more noticeable is sometimes
enough. Some "black spot" junctions are misleading-the driver
approaching along a minor road, for instance, may see only the
straight road ahead and does not reduce his speed in time. The
simple device of placing an island, a little to the left of centre,
in the minor road-or shifting an existing island off-centre-
reduced accidents by nearly half at 13 sites studied.'9 At a
junction in St John's Wood, London, where a small island was
built with a more noticeable "Give way" sign, the two-year
accident figure fell from 17 to seven-all for £1700. Small
islands near roundabouts with only priority control have also

If preventable why not prevented?
Some junctions forbid right-hand turns except by buses, but every day motorists like these (snapped getting away with it) can
be seen ignoring the prohibition. Junctions are in any case bad places for accidents-last year some 38 500 injury accidents in the
London area (70%0 of the total reported) occurred at or near a junction. At this particular spot, the intersection between
Theobalds Road and Southampton Row,
two injuries have been caused since the

....

beginning of 1977 by a vehicle other than a ......'...
bus attempting the forbidden right turn.
But this is just one example where thought-
lessness or selfishness in breaking the law is
hazarding people's safety every day. Every-
body could cite his favourite example, such
as overtaking in the forbidden zone just
before the London end of the M4 tunnels
into the two lanes of the elevated section, or pin
parking inside the junction studs in Prince of
Wales Drive, by Battersea Park.
Would more obvious enforcement of the

law cut these abuses down? Significantly
those American cities where towing away
illegally parked vehicles is left to private
enterprise ($60 to get your car back) are free...
from the large-scale parking offences seen
in Britain. Should the experiment be tried ~
of obvious mobile squads dealing, say, with
speeding one day, illegal turns the next, and
bus lane abuses on the third, fining offenders

x

on the spot (possibly using credit cards) ?
Realistic fines might help to pay for bringing
the number of traffic wardens up to establish-
ment, which the Government has so far
refused to sanction.
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reduced accidents significantly.20 Other well-tried measures for
black spots include hatch markings to separate traffic, changes
to traffic lights, and skid-resistant surfacing.
Some remedies are even simpler-for example, a one-way

street or a banned turn. And a concealing hedge, obstructing
lamp post, or ill-placed bus stop may be moved, and alerting
signs may help to direct the driver's gaze to possible pitfalls in
the road scene (such as a dip that conceals oncoming traffic).'0
Every local authority needs to go on asking "Where are accidents
happening and why ?"

Road signs

Only 70o of drivers remembered a pedestrian crossing sign
when stopped and questioned immediately afterwards'; the
highest proportion, for a speed limit sign, was 780. But some
signs are probably seen and immediately forgotten as irrelevant.'
Is this a matter of deficient motivation? Or is it the brain's
strategy for economising on information processing ?"1 Even
noticing a sign, especially a complex one, may distract attention
from more urgent matters. The general principle should be to
assume that many signs will be missed or not taken in, and that
all drivers have perceptual limitations-and some more so than
others.

Inadequate road signs were thought to have contributed to 120
of the 2130 accidents in the Berkshire study.' Not only must
signs be conspicuous and unambiguous: the information should
oe presented in simple stages and at the right moment, and the
driver should be required to act or prepare to act on it at once
and not just keep it in mind."lHe needs some kind of hierarchy
of signs and other road features, making those most important
for safety the most conspicuous at a given point."0 Since
immediate memory depends on mentally "rehearsing" the
information, verbal signs could be better than purely symbolic
ones if they do have to be remembered."0 Finally, symbolic
signs may be misinterpreted: in one survey only 160 of drivers
understood "All motor vehicles prohibited."" Symbols clearly
should be intrinsically obvious and logical.

Lighting

The importance of well-lit roads was shown by a before-and-
after study: when lighting had been installed or improved injury
accidents on urban, rural, and trunk roads fell by 30-40 '',.* In
theory, there is a danger that better lighting might lead to more
speeding and more accidents, but this is evidently a lesser risk.
But lamp posts themselves could be a hazard, and in non-built-
up areas we need more of the "breakaway" type of street lamp
and indeed other roadside posts.

Dazzle from headlights (considered a factor in 30 of the 2130
Berkshire accidents2) is a more difficult problem,22 solved only
partly by better street lighting. Antidazzle fencing is useful, and
the Autodim system helps by automatically adjusting the head-
lights in accordance with the road lighting.

Fog

In 1976 nearly 12 900 accidents, 79 of them fatal, occurred in
fog. Although this is a small proportion of the total, fog gives an
increased risk of death and serious injury.' A survey on the M4
found that the vehicles' safety margin decreased with decreasing
visibility and at 50 m visibility more than half the drivers in two
lanes were going too fast to stop in 50 M.23 The authors con-
cluded that advisory speed signs related to fog conditions would
help. But the featurelessness of fog means that drivers under-
estimate their speed and may think they are driving safely, so
that exhortations to drive more slowly are not enough. There
are special perceptual difficulties." For instance, to get
adequate directional cues from "cats-eyes" at the side of the

road may mean driving faster than is safe if the driver can see only
one or two at a time. A vehicle seen through fog may appear to
be at twice its true distance; apart from the danger of a sudden
stop this will exaggerate the apparent visibility.

Various solutions have been proposed25 26 -for example,
special combinations of lights on frequent posts at the side of a
motorway; the electronic sensing device referred to earlier; the
discipline of timing headways and allowing an extra margin-
and even choosing a car of the right colour (white is seen first
and then red25). High-intensity rear fog lamps can make for
much safer driving and under recent regulations they will have
to be fitted to new vehicles from October 1979.

But just following the "fog code" in the latest Highway Code
could much reduce accidents. There is, however, an even more
effective way of preventing many collisions in fog-namely,
avoiding all journeys that are less than essential.

I am grateful to the following for helpful discussion and comment:
Professor R E Allsop and Mr R L Moore, transport studies group,
University College London; Dr I D Brown, MRC Applied Psychology
Unit, Cambridge; Mr J Cutts, Metropolitan Police; Dr J D J Havard,
British Medical Association; Mr J R Landles, Greater London
Council; Dr G M Mackay, accident research unit, University of
Birmingham; Mr K Russam and Miss Barbara Sabey, Transport and
Road Research Laboratory; and Mr George Terry, Chief Constable
for Sussex.
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